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Tommy Boy .
Chris Farley and Rob Lowe are step
brothers in a hilarious new movie
(hat you' II be sure [0 enjoy.

EDITORIAL

Are you looking for the perfect SGA
presidential candidate ? Jeremy Ruthe rford
has the answer.
FEATURES
Tarot cards are not Just/or psychics
anymore, they can be enjoyed by all.

SPORTS
Jill Stockdale is leading the UM-St . Louis
so/rballream to a spectacular' 95 season.
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Student coalition holds sit-in outside of Chancellor's office
by Rob Goedeker
news editor
Students from the SL Louis area,
who call themselves O.U.T. (Ostracizing Unfair Treatment), exercised
their frrst amendment rights by holding a peaceful sit-in outside UM-St.
Louis Chancellor Blanche Touhill's
office last Tuesday.
The sit-in was a continuation of
their fight against sexism on the campus. The demonstrators crowded into
Touhill's secretary's office and sat
on the floor waiting for Touhill.
TouhiIl said she planned to meet
with Tonya Hutchinson, organizer of
O.U.T., in her office at 10 a.m. that
morning.
"Tonya had an appointment with
me at 10 0' clock," she said. "I had no
idea she was bringing the press."
When Touhill came out of her
office to meet with Hutchinson, she
asked Hutchinson if she wanted to
come into her office.
With members of the local media
at hand, Hutchinson explained that
she would rather have the meeting
out in public. Touhill accepted the
offer and pulled up a chair next to
Hutchinson.
Hutchinson went on to say that
she had two demands for the Chancellor.
The first demand was that Sigma
Pi be puniShed for breaking Section

B, paragraph 3 and all of Section C of
the sexua! harassment policy in the
student handbook.
The fraternity was asked by the
Student Court to give only an apology, which Hutchinson said she never
received.
"They went directly against the
student handbook and weren't dealt
with," Hutchinson said. "So, if somebody is harassed because of their
race, is nothing going to come of it?
Why do we have rules and regula-

~Tonya

had an
appointment with me
at 10 o'clock. I had no
idea she was
bringing the media. f
-Blanche Touhill, UMSt. Louis Chancel/or
tions if people canjust get away with
breaking them?"
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, believes the Student Court's ruling was
fair.
" I feel that the punishment fit the
crime," M acLean said. "There has
been a fair review of this matter by
the students, the Student Court, and

the administration. We feel we have
made the best decision."
The second demand is that UMS1. Louis employ a Title IX coordinator. Title IX is a section of the Educational Amendments of 1972. It prohibits discrimination on the basis of
sex in education p{ogranls receiving
Federal financial assistance.
In Section 106.8 of the rules and
regulations concerning the Title IX
Educational Amendment, it states that
each recipient shall designate at least
one employee to coordinate the
institution's' efforts to comply with
and carry out its responsibilities.
The Office of Equal Opportunities is the department designated by
U.M-St. Louis to comply with the
responsibilities of Title IX.
Nonnan Seay, director of the Office of Equal Opportunity, said that
the office and its employees take care
of all aspects of Title IX.
Hutchinson said when she went
to the Office of Equal Opportunities
with her complaint last September,
Title IX was never mentioned .
"Nobody told me about Title IX,
and they're supposed to tell me,"
Hutchinson said. "I have been going
through this process fo r six months,
and th e name Title IX has never come
up ."
In addi tion, Hutchin.'on said she
was never told about a Ti tle IX form.
This form is filled out wh en someone

Fraternities
have feud

Tonya Hutchinson sat on the floor of the Chancellor's office, and requested that the meeting be
open to eve ryo ne, includ ing members of the local te levision med ia. Hutchinson, along with
members of OUT, continue their fight ag ainst sexi sm on UM·St. Louis' campus with a sit·in.
has been di ri minated again. t on the
basis of sex .
Hutchinson said she didn't find
out abou t T itle IX until she went to
get some help from agencies outsid'
of the University.

Former Sigma Pi Pre ident Tom
O'Kee fe said he doesn ' t understand
why Tony a has to keep dragg ing this
on .
" I wonde r at what point will she
be a tisfie d, " O'Keefe said . "The

administration has pretty much said
that they've done all that they're going to do.
"] just hope the anim al righ ts activists don't fi nd out that she's been
beating a dead horse."

Student files complaint against Hutchinson
by Deana Autry
and Rob Goedeker
of The Current Staff

by Scott Lamar
and Jeremy Rutherford
of The Current staff
The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
president along with another fraternity member allegedly assaulted a
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity member last Thursday, March 30.
Jason Kapayou, who is a member
of Sigma Tau Gamma said he was
assaulted by Nav Deep Thakur, the
Pi Kappa Alpha president, and Kurt
Huebner, also a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Kapayou said the assaultoccurred
in front of his fraternity house. after
the members of Pi Kappa Alpha stole
a sign acknowledging SigTau's victory in basketball during Greek Week.
After a brief verbal conrronta-

Photo: Ken Dunkin

On Tuesday . March 2S , an inci-

dent in from of the University Cc n-

Photo:Monica Senecal

A sign on display for the campus spoke of unity among the three
fraternities at UM-St. Louis, but that wasn't the case last wee k.
tion, Kapayou said he was rushed by
the two 'Pikes' and punched in the
head repeatedly .
"Nav came at me with a baseball
bat and they both were punching me
and kicking me, but they didn't use

the bat," Kapayou said. "It lasted
about a minute but it seemed like it
lasted forever."
Kapayou suffered multiple con -

see Feud, page 6

SCA adds Rauscher to ticket;

Comptroller race heating up
by Rob Goedeker
news editor
Before last Friday, Pam White was the
only candidate in the Student Government
Association (SGA) elections running for the
comptroller position. Now she has some competition.
Beth Titlow and Clint Zweifel, running for
SG A president and vice-president respec ti vel y ,
announced that Pat Rauscher will run with
them on the Student Coalition for Action (SCA)
ticket as comptroller.
White, who is running with Tom O'Keefe
and Jason Peery on the ACTION (Accessibility Communication Teamwork Interaction Organization New ideas) ticket, welcomes the
challenge of running against an opposing candidate.
"I'm looking forward to the competition,"

White said. " I'm interested to hear his views."
White, who has a degree in accounting,
was just recently reelected into the Student
Senate and has some strong views on how the
SG A should be run. She said her experience as
an accountant will help her if she is elected
comptroller.
"Working on budgets won't be a problem
for me because that's whatl do in my work,"
White said.
Being a member of the Evening College
Council, White said it is very important to
bring the voice of the evening college students
into SGA.
She also wants to see better safety not only
for those who attend evening college but also
for those who live in the Residence Halls.
"We want this to be a campus that is appre-

see Race,page 8

Voters elect 25 student senators
by Jeremy Rutherford
managing editor
The student senator race is over, and the
results have been counted.
A record number of voters for a student
senator race (191) have appointed the 25 student senators who will join the UM-St. Louis
Senate this week, but won't officially be in-

volved with the Senate until their onc-year
term begins in August.
Thirty-nine students applied for the position (including two who were academically
ineligible), which was also a record high. Last
year, exactly 25 students applied for the position.

see Vote, page 8

terdrove UM-SL Louis student Cara
Katzen to write a letter of complaint
against Tonya Hutchinson , who was
outside U-Cen ter campaigQing fo r
the upcoming Student Govern ment
Association elections .
Katzen said she heard Tonya
criticizi ng her opponents. After an
exchange of words, Katzen said
T a ny a res ponded w ith, " Yo ur
mother was great last night."
Katzen aid thaI, iu add ilion to
the comment being dir cteD towards
her, she further accuses Hu tc hinson
of shou tin g th e phrase over a
bull horn.
Tonya Hutchinson said tha t her

commem to Katzen was " You wear
too much makeup." She also said that
th e comment which Katzen is filing a
gri evance for was not directed at
Katzen and not said through the
bullhorn.
"That is a total lie," Hutc hinson
said. "] didn ' t have the b ullhorn to
my mouth,] was talk ing to my friend.
Why wo uld I need a bull hom?"
Katzen also said that the com ment being directed at her was writte n in ch alk o n the si dewa lks .
Hutchi nson said she was discussi ng
the chalk- written messages with her
frie nd , but she de nies writing the m
her' If.
"The Uni versi ty needs to stand
up to this person," Katzen said. "She
i· walking allo ver the admin istrati on."
Katzen fi led a complai nt with the
Office of Student Affairs, but, she

said she lhought she was filing a
grievance.
"I was s urprised when Vice
Chancellor (ofStudentAffairs Lowe
"Sandy") MacLean called me at
home to te II me that I hadn't filed an
actual grievance," she said. .
Ka tzen said that she intended to
file a formal grievance with the 01fice .
In reference to the Office of
Student Affairs, Katzen said, "1
don' t think they ha ve done enough.
If a guy had said this to me I think
that there would have been more
done. "
MacLean said, "If Cara wishes
to fi le a grievance, I will sit and talk
wilh her abom it."
He said he needs to talk the
Uni versity's attorney s to find out if

see Remark, p age 4
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HELP WANTED
EXTRA INCOME FOR '95
Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuff. ing envelopes. For details·
RUSH $1 .00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
Drive,
Suite 307
Pover, Del. 19901

57
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HELP WANTED
PART·T1ME positions available at
The Old Spaghetti Factory on
Laclede's Landing. If you would like
to work in a Fun Atmosphere with a
greatteam, in a restaurant dedicated
to high standards, apply in person
between 1-3 p.m. Please use service
entrance: 727 N. 1st Street. 621-

0276.

Pantera's Pizza

HELP WANTED
Part Tinle Asst. Managers-Cooks-Drivers
Will Work Around School Schedules
Apply in person at 10050 West Florissant Rd.,
Dellwood,· MO. Approximately ten minutes from campus.

I

HELP WANTED

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY·
Personal care aide for disabled male
student, FIT summer in SI. Louis, F\T
live-in school year 1.995-96 in
Washington D.C. on Georgetown
campus with room , board, salary.
Driver's license, strength fortransfers,
ability to maintain apartment and
necessary equipment required. Salary
based on experience. Information 4340496 or fax (314) 434-0496.
HANNEGAN'S RESTAURANT is
seeking experienced, energetic,
responsible people for the following
positions :t:'lay Hostess/Host Day/
Evening ServerslDay Bartender. We
provide a professional working
environment, great pay and flexible
schedules . Apply in person, 719 North
Second .St. Laclede's Landing or call
. Mark at 241-8877.

\Vages range from $4.50 to $10-$11 per hour.

"In the whole world of
possibility Anthropology
provides a key to the door. "
Sheilah Clark~-Ekong,
Assistant Professor of
Anthropology

The Department
of Anthropology

care service . Possible Full -time
position after exams. Call Brian at

PROFESSIONAL IMAGES
Resume & Writing Service
Custom Resumes-Laser Printing
Private Consu ltation-Student Rates

... because your future is important

516-5380

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: TOTAL
(Teen Opportuniti.es To Achieve in
Life) is searching for dedicated young
adults to mentor or tutor pregnant!
parenting high school teens in the \
Ferguson-Florissant
area .
Committment requested is only one
to two hours a week for a year.
Complete training provided. Please
call Allison for more information on
how you can help: 537-8554.
PARTICIPANTS NEEDED for
research in sexual assault. Particularly
if partner is willing to participate. If
interested call 516- 5409_

PERSONALS

SERVICES

830-3181 .

394-4950

DOG OBEDIENCE TRAINING and
dog protection training, potty training
and problem solving for that nasty K-9.
Student d iscou nt available. P lease call
Whoa Doggie at (314) 376-1726.

AceI heard that It was going to be hot
down in Springfield this weekend,
how was it? Hey· party three
weekends in a row. What a great
way to finish off the semester!
-Ace
Jenny WOf course we're still best frlendswho else would put up with me!
-Love ya-Me
MaggleWhere did your bruises come from?

TWA

IS HIRING

TWA Is an equal opportunity omployor

Hey ShlrleyIt shoulda been us-better luck next
time! I Love ya babe.

Reservations Sales Agent
TWA's St louis Reservations Centor Is growing. .
Needed are indilJiduals with a sales or customer service background
to assist us in meeting the expanding neods of our customers,

Anthropology Courses
Fall 1995
•Indians of North America
• Archaeology of Missouri
·World Cultures'
·Cultures of East Asia
·Old World Archaeology
•Archaeology

SALESPERSON:Positions available MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale.
for energetic men and women Complete system only $499. Call Chris
interested in retail Bicycle Sales . . at 800-289-5685.
Previous sales experience preferred,
bike knowledge a plus. Full and part- WHY PAY RENT? Mobile Home for
time opportunities . Contact Dave at sale. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Newly
remodeled . Central air. Lindbe rgh and
The Touring Cyclist, 739-5183.
Midland. $3700 or Best Offer. Ca ll
423-8071. Ask for Scott .
MECHANIC: Immediate openings for
a qualified service manager and/or
shop . mechanic. Bicycle repair
FOR RENT
experience a definite plus. Full and
part-time opportunities. Contact Dave
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS-, and 2
at The Touring Cyclist 739-5183.
bedroom from $310 . Located close to
campus. Pool and amenities . Call
STUDENT NEEDED M, W,F (after 11 Nancy at 426-5782 . Town and Country
a.m .) and maybe weekends for yard Apartments.

211 Clark Hall

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

%e Womens Center Presents '

Proudly serving the students of UM-Sf. Louis

We will see
that you get
the best that
we can offer.

HELP WANTED

QUALIFICATIONS:
18 Years of Age
High School Grad. or GED
Typing Skills
Attend TWTA Tuition based training
financed through payrole deduction

"Pepe"Happy 22nd birthday to a wonderful
man and friend. I hope your birthday
wishes come true on 414/95. I love
you my little Italian friend. Always
remember you are the "Giuseppe
Signori" in my eyes _It's ALL GOOD
PARTNER.
-A my

TWA OFFERS:
Salary Plus Incentive Program
Excellent Trav61 Benefits
Medical;i-I e.aJthJUfe Ins urance
effective the first day of work!

Career Growth Opportunities

Applicants are asked t o contact

~
~ ;. ~

1- 800- 942-7467
NOW Is the time to
Start a Career with TWAI
\

See Listing For Other Courses . .

.

Helen HuntSa lty's all the way! How bout a little
watermelon? Maybe hit Bourbon
Street on the way back? Alii know
for sure Is SHACKER!
-Cindy Brady

?(;-\/"
- )~~~

Call 516-6020 or Come By Rm. 500, Clark Hall.

ltl $ft-~1~ ~,

The Employee Owners
of TWA Invite You
to Join our Team!

The ~ Student Fares

WE WANT YOU

A.S.A.P.*

--

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS!
. The UM -St. Louis Admissions Office is looking for volunteers to participate
in a new program designed to provide opportunities for students to assist in
recruitment activities both on campus and off campus.

Qualifications:
-Must have an overall G.P.A. of 3,0 or better
-Must have completed at least 15 semester hours at UM-St. Louis
-Must provide 2 letters of recommendation from faculty, staff, or other
professionals after application has been submitted

. Benefits:
-Quality and practical work experience in a professional setting
-Develop oral presentation, marketing, and leadership skills
-Letters of recommendation for employment/graduate/professional school
·Possible part time/full time Summer Admissions Office work experience

FOR AN APPLICATION PLEASE CONTACT THE
ADMISSIONS OFFlCE AT 5455 OR STOP BY ROOM
101 WOODS HALL TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION.

---

Apartment:
MONDAY, APRIL 10TH
10:00 AM-5:00 PM J.C. PENNEY LOBBY
*Leam more about Stress Management & Healthy
Lifestyles
*Selected health testing available
Sponsored by: Nursing 340 students and
University Health Services

Positions Available
for Students

*ADMISSIONS STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAM

Magg ie, Sam & HollyOld you gu ys k now there wasa' full
moon the night we came home from
Padre?
-Zlam, Jenn.Y

•

Clerks/Data Entry

•

Receptionists

•

Switchboard Operators

$270 and up
Heat Included! 1 bedroom,
2 room eHiciency, new
appliances , new carpet,
some furnished . 6 months
or 1 year lease : $270-$295.
Or a 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365 .

Bermuda
Heights
77 44 Springdale
Normandy

I

381-8797 I
J

THIS YEAR A
LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL
BE GRADUATIMG

•

Secretaries

•

Word Processors

•

Sales
Light Industrial

Temporary Positions
Temp-to-Hire
and Regular Positions
For More Information Call

314 • 822-2208
1611 Des Peres Road - Suite 350
St. Louis, MO 63131

SNELLING®
Personnel Services

INTO DEBT.

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $55,000
limit. The offer applies
to Perkins Loans,
Stafford Loans, and certain other federally
insured loans, which are
not in default. And debt
relief is just one of the
. many benefits you 11 earn
from the Army- Ask your
Army Recruiter_
CALL 426·0335

AR'''Y.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

EDITORIALS
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Time management:

Crack ed

Cracked Cymbals by Michael A. Slayton

Michael A. Slayton

Stop hour no solution
by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief

eryone in our society is constantly
trying to conquer more in less time. A
college education has also been affected by this time trend. Students are
feeling the crunch of having to learn
much, much more in less time. Then
students graduate and head out in to a
world where, "I had to have it yesterday" is acommon saying. The central
theme in all of this informational
. conquest is that it must be accomplished quickly, so that we can enjoy
it in our youth. So we rush from todo list to to-do list
checking of tasks accomplished while our
life flies by in a blur.
This kind of thinking affects every area
of our life. If you go to
the supermarket you see
the microwave dinners
that cook in 2 minutes. ~atty, fast
foods are a billion-a-year industry
and more and more high school students are being pushed into taking
college classes during their senior
year.
The net effect is a society that is
so intent upon getting to some future
goal that it has forgotten how to live
and work in the presenL Some of you
might be saying that the stop hour
looks like a pretty good solution to

It AiN't

There is a big problem with the
proposed idea of a stop hour.
The problem is so big that neither
the proponents, nor the opponents
recognize itS implications.
In fact I can go farther than that society as a whole does not recognize
the implications of this problem.
Stop hour is the idea of clearing
one hour of classes during the week
so that students can congregate and take part in
student acti vities.
I have talked to and
heard from a few people
on this issue. Some of
the people like the idea
and some of the people
don't like the idea. The
people who think this campus should
remain a no frills, low-cost, generic
university say that the stop hour is a
bad idea because it moves classes,
and these classes will have to be
moved to another time that is not so
convenient. Those that say they like
the idea quote the oldest saying in the
world about UM-SL Louis- there is
justno social life. They think the stop
hour could help with this problem
and create an on-campus atmosphere
that people could enjoy more. This in
tum would make people more apt to
join groups and enjoy life so much Time is the most
more.
precious commodity by Jeremy Rut herford
In a way both groups are wrong.
managing editor
The nay-sayers are right about in all of western
the stop hour not working, but I think society_
Who is the perfect candidate?
that their reasoning about our univerFor obvious reasons, let' take a
sity being just a place to take classes
look at the race for Studen t Governand graduate is wrong. Collegeshould the problem. The only problem with. ment Association presidenl. As in
,be more than that for sfudents. Col- the stap hour is that peopk will use recent election all three candidates
lege should include having social that ex tra hour during the day to work are promising the world in their camexperiences, something I would have at their third job, or try to get ahead by paign.
to say UM-St. Louis is not prone to taking another class at a junior colTom O' Keefe would like to see
lege. Stop hour is a bandaid solution the campus a safer place for tudents
creating.
The supporters of the stop hour for a much bigger problem.
and why not? In the past year, a
What will we really lose if we student was robbed at gunpoint in
are right about UM-St. Louis needing some way for students to form . slow down the pace of the our world? Benton Hall; another student was
social bonds. They are wrong if they Very little, I think . In fact I think we beaten and had S20 taken from a
think that a stop hour will be an could make some significant gains in purse, and a police car was stolen and
quality of life.
answer of any kind.
used in an off-campus robbery.
Well I would like to write more
The thing that the nay-sayers and
Can O'Keefe do anything about
the supporters have failed to recog- about this topic , but I have ten more increasing security? Probably nOL
nize is the way our society handles things on my to-do list for today and
This year, the liniversity added
time. Time is the most precious com- not enough time to accomplish all of four security officers from Hudson
modity in all of western society. Ev- them .
SeCurity to its police staff, which was
operating short-handed. Three
Cushman patrol cars were'purchased
to increase the visibility of the police
officers on campus.
Also, the University installed
Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public
closed-circuit
cameras in the parking
bulletin board.
garages
to
monitor
suspicious activFirst, log on to CMS on the University's computer network. This can
ity.
Lt.
Bob
Roeseler,
director of
be accessed through Internet.
Safety
Operations
at
UM-St.
Louis,
Next, mail to lislserve@umslvmn.umsl.edu. In the body of your
said
the
department
probably
will
note, type sub current and then your full name.
upgrade
the
system
when
it
receives
After you have subscribed, to read or send mail to the bulletin board,
, a new budget in July.
mail to current@umslvma.umsl.edu.
With that said, I don't see the
If you want to send a private letter to the editor, mail to
University
spending any more time
current@um,lvma.umsl.edu.
on
security.
or
money
For purposes of verification , all letters to the editor must bear the
Titlow
mentions
in her campaign
writer's address, student identification number and home or work
that
she
would
like
to continue the.
telephone number. Ifrequested, all efforts will be made 10 mnintain the
video
teleconferences
between the
writer's anonymity.
four UM-system schools (Rolla, Kan-

C,ONNII

FiTr

Every fa mily's got one.

Flip a coin : or how about all three candidates?

electronic mail contact

doesn' t fi t'I
sas City, Columbia and SL Louis) .
A year ago, I would have said Ms.
The conferences, she says, "are a
great way . Hutchinson, but now I don 't know. I
ofbringmg do know that if there's a glimpse of
to ge th e r controversy, she's on the scene.
But is that the way to approach
s tud en t s
,............... who are everything? Last week, she and nine
s pa ra ted of her closest friend decided they
geographi- would park them elves on the floo r
ca ll y for of the Chancellors office. The crowd
ideas and grew as KTVI Channel 2 arri ved an d
input. It is other members of the media .
She is still protesting the alleged
tru lyexcit"ing to bepartofsomethi ng that breaks sexism on the UM-St. Louis campus.
down the usual barriers of communi- Her "tyranny of the minority " hit a
speed bump when the Student Court
cation between campuses."
I went to the first ever conference ignored her requ ests that the Sigma
of this kind. And I can count the rest Pi fraternity not be punished for its
'of the people that went on one hand. "Sexy Legs II" sign.
Let's just sa y Hutchinson won' t
Kel Ward, Tony Grey, myself and 20
bereceiving
an invitation to the Chanor so empty chairs filled the room.
cellor's
house
for an Easter egg hunt
A stud nt from RaIla was the
later
this
month.
moderator, and he said similar conIn her campaign, Hutchinson said
ferences would be planned for the
she
would like to improve five items:
future. I haven 't seen or heard of a
racism,
sexism, eampus safety, stusimilar conference since then, but I
am not surprised. I wouldn't call and dent tuition and promoting gay and
lesbian awareness.
tell us, either.
Racism and sexism are not going
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King,
Jr., Tonya Hutchinson - which one to be changed overnight; we've al-
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ready disc ussed campus safety; stu dent tuiLio n is a dead issue and I thi nk
th is campus has been subject to mor
promotion of gay rights in the las t
semester than it ha in its 30-year
history.
The perfecl candidate i all three
of these individuals put together:
You would have O'Keefe, who
has shown the abi lity to mix fun with
work as former president of th Sigma
Pi fraternity and as former sp ak r of
the Student Assembly.
Then you' ve got Titlow, who is a
career politician in the bod)' of a 25year old student. Titlow has been a
mem ber of the SGA executive since
her arrival to the campus in 1993 and
knows th ins and outs.
And Hutchinson could be on
standby in case the administration OJ
anyone else didn ' t listen to O'Keef{
and Titlow. Oh, so the Universit)
won't hire individuals to carry stu·
dents ' backpacks .. . Hey Tonya
come here a minute.
But we can't have all three, S(
pick the one you feel will do the bes
job.
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Residence Hall Association president says errol
may have caused ill feelings about SGA debate
Dear Ed itor ,

--

You 'd thi nk they'd make a great couple,
but she runs hot and cold and he has a
drano abuse problem.

I would like to point out an error
that may clear thi ngs up for a lot of
people. In issue 820, it was stated that
Jason Peery was the president of th e
Residence Hall Council*. This has
caused a lot of people to thmk that the
debate we are hosting will be biased.
Jason Peery was the president last

year. He has not Ii ved in the residence
halls this year and has no connection
whatsoever with the residence halls
or the renamed Residence Hall Asso·
ciation. Also , we are merely hosting
the debate. Theonly ones asking questions will be the three panelists from
The Current, Evening Tide, Brain
Stew and members of the audience . I
would also like to announce that Tom

Pre ton has confirmed that he will t
the moderator.
Thank you,
Je r emy Kennedy
pr esident Residence Hall Ass(

cia tion

* editor's note: A correction F
this error was printed in issue 821

Letters to the editor policy
Th e Current welcomes letters to th e editor. L etters should be kept brief. The
use of allY material is at the editor's discretion.
E diti'ng may be necessary for space and clarity. Ideas will not be altered, but
the editor will avoid obscenity, libel and invasions of privacy.
L etters do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Current.
For purposes of verification, all letters must bear the writer's handwritten
signature, address, student identification number and home or work telephone
number. .lfrequested, all efforts will be made to maintain the writer's anonymity.
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'Get Out the Vote' campaign starts
i)y Amy

Pierce

"The whole purpose for this kickoff
is to get students involved and more
aware."
The committee encourages stuThe Student Referendum committee has announced that there will . dents to attend one of the sessions.
"The kickoff day was designed to
be a kickoff on April 4 to begin the
campaign to get out the vote for the answer questions for students who
are unaware," Zweifel said.
new University Center:
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, as
The kickoff is a publici ty boost to
gain student support for the proposed well as other local media, will attend
University Center. Students will be the event
The Student Referendum comvoting on whether to pass or reject
the plans to build the new University mittee was given a budget of approximately $6,000 to work with and carry
Center.
out
its campaign.
The kickoff will be held in the
With
the money, the committee
lobby of the J.C. Penney building.
plans
to
do
a lot of advertising on
There will be three sessions at 10:30
campus.
They
are planning to proa.m., 2:30 p.m., and 5 p.m.
duce
a
variety
of paraphernalia inEach session will include a speech
cluding:
producing
fliers, banners,
from UM-St. Louis Chancellor
cups,
buttons,
hats,
nerfballs, and
Blanche Touhill and a slide presentation from Brailsford and Associates, frisbees.
"The committee is trying to do
the facilities planning firm who
helped design the new University everything possible to get students
Center. Beth Titlow, co-chair for the involved and make them aware that
their vote does count," Titlow said. .
committee will also speak.
The final vote for the New UniClient Zweifel, co-chair for the
versity
center will take place April 26
student referendum committee said,

!lssociate news editor

An Invitation to Join

-27, April 26 is Mirthday, which is
the annual spring carnival held at
UM-St. Louis by the University Program Board.
The committee is hopmg that by
having the vote on Mirthday there
will be an increase in the students
involvement.
" It's a wonderful idea," Titlow
said. "It was something we had factored in from the beginning. It's a
great opportunity to get a wide variety of students out to vote. It's an
easily identifiable date, and I think
it's a good vehicle for it."
Pam White, w~o helps with public relations on the committee, said
the new University Center should be
a great facility.
"This will bring our campus into
the future," White said. "It will make
campus a more pleasant, fun, and
accessible place."
The committee will have a big
booth set up where students will be.
able to cast their vote on the new
University center during Mirthday.

1Mo

CREDIT
UNION'

Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 am to 5:30 pm
Friday
7:30 am to 6 pm
Saturday
9 am to 12:30 pm
1st & Broadway. P.o. Box 1795

High dividend Savings Account
Low Cost Checking Account
IRAs
Certificates
Special Savings
Kirby Kangaroo Club Account
New Attitudes Account

111_'• •'·!IIII. .111·fl
New or Used Auto Loans
Visa Credit Card
Line of Credit Loan
Home Improvement Loan
Real Estate Loan
Home Equity Loan

Columbia, Mo . • 65205-1795
Phone: 874-1477 or 1-800-451-1477
Fax: 874= 1300

Your Campus Rep: Bob Walsh • Room 243
General Service Building. 516-6750
VMSL faculty, Staff and famili!!s ar!! eligible
to join. Call for membership info today!
For New Member Sign Up Packet, just clip oullhe
coupon & mail to Mizzou Credit Union.
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t,!tis is actually a case of s~xual Ila- of speech is an important part of the plairitwasputjn writing,artdl:cal1edt:
· her acpuple pfti6urs latti-.:'
rasSffitmL .For asexU,al harassment decision ."
'Twa~undef the impr¢s$jo:rtthl(t .
In reference to the confusion surgric-vance. "there needsW be a hostiieellvironmentand,more than one rounding the filing; MacLeansaid~ "I · she just wan.ted tb:~ c()mpl~HW o~~
. think my .office did the appropriate .file," Maclean said. "I did~:qt..i~l~ :
in(ddenrt Maclean said.
thing. I wasn"lin the office. HercDm- ize she wanted [0 file a grievanc~~" "
< Miic~ari also said. "Freedc>m
·
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Stop hour proposal being studied by SSAC
by Jeremy Rutherford
managing editor

posaL
SGA President Chris Jones is
aware of the students ' interes t concerning the stop hour proposal and
sa id it will be discussed at
Wednesday's meeting.
"There will be a motion made at
[the SGA meeting] to study the stop
hour," Jones said. "I will recommend
that it be a joint committee between
the Senate Student Affairs subcommittee and an SGA committee."

puL"

This would be the first time an
SGAcommitteehasjoined hands with
It may be time to bring in the
a Senate Student Affairs committee
Student Government Association
in recent years. The SGAcommittees
(SGA).
have experienced some success in
The Senate Student Affairs Comthe last tw o years.
mittee (SSAC) is studying the effects
The Textbook Refonn commitof a stop hour on the UM-St. Louis
tee negotiated a debit card system
campus. The proposed stop hour
with the University Bookstore to alwould close down the campus one
low studen ts to charge merchandise
day a week from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
on thei r UM-St. Louis identification
an effort to get students
card.
involved in campus activiMo st recently, the
ties.
Transcript Fee committee
'Some students feel that
Paul Travers, School of
presented six optionslo the
Education profes sor, and we're going to come to a quick
administration which, in
Rick Blanton, associate dieffect, lowered the $5 fee
conclusion. It's just the
rec tor of Uni versi ty Cen ter
to a more reasonable cost.
opposite; we want to make sure
are researching the idea and
Chancellor
Blanche
its implications.
that we have a representative
Touhill approved a $3 fee
So far the two have
(effective July 1), which
view. We'll take into the fall if
reached somewhat of a
ended a two-year conflict
dead end. Few students are
we don't get much opinion this
between students and the
responding to the stop hour
semester.
'
administration . .
proposal at all, and the ones
Travers said he would
-Paul Tra vers, School of
who do are split on the idea.
be
in
favor of working with
"Some were telling me
Education professor. the SGA.
that they prefer courses
"It's an excellent idea,"
during the day," Travers
vers
said. "The more we
Tra
said. "The stop hour would keep them
can
reach
into
our
constituencies, the
here.a little longer in the day, and
Jones said that student inputcould
better
opinion
we
will have.
that's not always popular with stu- aetas acatalyst to reaching a decision
"Some
students
feel that we're
dents. Others said it would make it on the stop hour.
easier for them to attend organiza"Students working in the Senate going to come to a qui~k conclutional meetings."
Student Affairs committee would sion," he said. "It's just the opposite;
Richard Claverie, a student, plans provide student interestand give stu- we want to make sure that we have a
to make a motion at Wednesday's dent insight on the stop hour pro- representative view. We'll take it into
SGA meeting that a committee be posal. Up until now, [Senate Student the fal l if we don 't get much opinion
fonned to research the stop hour pro- Affairs] hasn' t had much student in- thi s semester."
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13 Mizzou ATM locations & CU Phone, too!

UN IUERS ITY OF M ISSOUR I-ST. LOU IS

15TH RNNURL
RUJRRENESS UJEEK
APR I L 10-14, 1 995

Financial Aid!
What a MESS!!
Students deserve an
office that can respond
to their needs!

Let's break down the barriers between
students and administrative offices.
On April 18 or 19
VOTE BETH TITLOW, CLINT ZWEIFEL & PAT RAUSCHER
SGA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT & COMPTROLLER

Apri I 11-Tuesday
Movie: "Forrest Gump"
Summit Lounge
9:30 a.m., 12:00 noon,
2:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. .

Call us to see how we plan to help you at:
458-4502 or 921-6394

April 12-Wednesday
disAbility Information
U Center Lobby
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m .
WHEELCHAIR CROSSCAMPUS MARATHON RACE
Sign-up in U Center Lobby by
12:30 p.m.

April 13-Thursday
Movie: "Forrest Gump"
Summit Lounge
9:30 a.m., 12:00 noon,
2:30 p.m.

The following lecturers are eJigible:
Anthropology

Economics cont.

English cont.

Hart, Joseph

Art

Phares, Kathleen
Suiter, Mary

Yuan, Juliana

English

Biology

Burns, Barbara
Clearmountain, Robin
Gleason, Nancy
Grant, Susan
Gurley, Judy
Kick, Linda
Klein, William
Linville, Judith
MacKenzie, Jennifer
Martin, Terence
Mayhan, William
McKelvie, Scott
Mueller, Susan

Peters, Lyman
Rota, C. David
Sweet, Nanora
VanVoorden, Barbara
Wartts, Charles
Weber, Harry

Joern, Edwin
Lyons, Eilene
Russell, David
Weber, Carol

Communications

April 14-Friday '
Meritorious Awards Ceremony
126 J.C. Penney
12:15 p.m.

Sponsored by

STUDENTS WIT" disRB ILITI ES RSSOC I RTI ON
OFF I CE OF STUDENT RFFR IRS
OFF,CE OF EQURl OPPORTUNITY

LaBoon, Sherry
McMillion, Clark
Savan, Sidney
C.C.J . .
Tyrey-Jefferson, Susan

Economics
Allison, Michael

Foreign Language
Baldini, Deborah
Bergoudian, Rita
Blank, Anne-Sophie
Braxs, Maria
Cardona-Johnson, Elsy
Hoff, Geramie
Phillips, Margaret
Walter, Susana

History
Dowden, Priscilla

Mathmatlcs
Antognoli, John
Gustafson, Marlene
McKenzie, Mary
Nugent, Mark
Peterman, Shahla·.
Raw, Gil/ian
Schneider, Paul
Siegel, Cynthia

Philosophy
Griesedieck, David

SOCial Wot1c
Sporleder, Beverly

Sociology
Keel, Robert

I wish to nominate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Faculty member or current enrolled
student name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Campus or Home Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

Phone Number:

.
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Tarot Mania:
You need n ot be a Psychic
is the Rider-Waile. Renowned alchemist, astrologer and occult scholar
A.E. Waite designed the cards, and
artist Pamela Colman Smith painted
Although the originators of Tarot
them.
cards ' have long
" The
since passed on,
RiderWaite
the uses of their
TEMPERANCE
THE EMPRESS
deck
uses
reccards for profit,
(upper left)
(lower right)
ognizable symand more impora person may be asked to
it may signify that a
bols, people
tantly, self discovchoose between their '
person is compasionate
and events that
ery, have been kept
and merciful. When adchild or their spouse.
the reader can
alive by an emergministering
justice
this
DEATH
decipher
in difing New Age sociperson tends to follow
ferent
ways
to
ety.
(lower Left)
their emotions.
tell
a
story,"
People not
it does not denote physiInterpretations and card
S haw n
only claim that
cal death but means that
draWings were taken from
Devoudrey,
these 700-year-old
one experience has ended
the Mythic Tarot WorkPathways
emstorytelling cards
and another is about to
book written by Juliet
ployee
said.
can predict the fubegin.
Sharman-Burke and illus"It's a good beture, but they can
trated by Tricia Newell.
THE
HANGED MAN
ginner deck behelp them solve
Simon and Schuster Inc.
(upper right)
cause many
conflicts in their
published the book. Note
other decks use
daily lives.
a person may make a
that this is only one of
. "A lot more
the same Ridersacrifice for the common
many interpretations.
Waite style."
good.
people are looking
The reader
within themselves
arranges the
for spirituality,"
owner of new age gift and book sho.p, cards depicting different stages and cards in one of several patterns. Each
card symbolizes something, no matPathways new age shop owner, Rev. situations in a person's life.
One of the most popular, easiest
Deborah Bourbon, R.N., said.
see Tarot, page 6
Their are over a hundred different to find and fairly inexpensive decks

by Julie Pressman
associate features editor

by Scott lamar
features editor

The Academy Awards come on
every year to acknowledge the
, achievements of all those people associated with the silver screen. And
every year we get, the same old
, thing- somebody we've never seen
before thanking 20 people that we've
never heard of. "I'd like to thank
Bob, Jody, Ray and my next door
neighbor Steve. I couldn't have won
Best Lighting in a Live Action Short
Film without you," they'll say.
This dull, sleepy charade goes on
for about an hour or so until I fall
asleep. Certain elements of the program, I feel, have to go.
The host of the show this year,
Dave Letterman, is
extremely
funny guy. But his Late Night jokes '
and hair-brained quips at the stars got
reall y tiresome after three hours . We
all love his Top Ten lists, but his
brand of humor, 'geared toward
younger audiences, doesn't jive with
the Jessica Lange fans out there. At
the beginning of the show, Letlennan
said,."When you hear your seat number called out come to the stage to
pick up your Oscar." he instructed to
the winners. "We should be out of
here in an hoUr and a half." Perhaps,
if Dave was left out and replaced
with somebody with a dry wit who
wasn't trying to steal the showsomeone like, say, George Willthings would move a little quicker,
and we wouldn't be so inclined to
snoozetfirough tfie-announcement at
Best Costume Design, etc ..
The gimmicks that are employed
to keep our attention usually never
work. This year, Jamie Lee Curtis
dropped in from a helicopter to an, nounce that the Technical Award of
Merit went to Eastman Kodak Co.
for the developmentoftheEXR Color
Film 5244. Big deal! For all of that
fanfare, I would have thought that
she was announcing the Best Picture
or Director.
When will ABC realize that they
need to give the audience what they
want-the big winners. I'm talking
about the Best Actor, Actress, Film,
Director, and Song. Give it to them
and do it in about an hour or maybe
an hour and a half. Dispose of the
feeble attempts at entertainment It's
not Dave Lettennan' s \,.,isecracks that
makes people talk the next day. It's
Tom Hanks giving a heart-felt speech
on AIDS awareness (after picking up
the Oscar for portraying a dying lawyer with AIDS) that makes an impact. Even a snippet from Pulp Fiction, which should have won Best
Picture, could get people's attention.
It's hard to believe that the Acad-

an

see Column, page 6

Sigma Pi , Delta Zeta, Win Greek Games
by Scott Lamar
features editor

The Sigma Pi fraternity and the Delta Zeta sorority
are the Greek Week champions following a week-long
series of events which took place last week.
The three fraternities: 'Sigma Pi, Sigma Tau Gamma
and Pi Kappa Alpha competed against each other in
games of skill, endurance and intelligence for trophies as
well as bragging rights.
The three sororities: Delta Zeta, Alpha Xi Delta and
Zeta T.au Alpha also went head to head in the similar
contests.
Some of the events included: golf, softball, darts,
archery, racquetball, volleyball and a keg toss. The

games concluded Saturday and an awards banquet was
held that night.
"We wanted towin extremely bad," said Frank Meyer,
the Sigma Pi president. "It was a tough compelition."
Out of the 20 events in: which the guys participated in,
Sigma Pi fraternity placed first in eleven of them. Two
Sigma Pi members also won individual awards. Kejtil
Lewis won for Greek Physique and Brian Silverman won
for Greek Scholar.
The Delta Zeta sorority won seven out of the sixteen
events, including foosball, swimming and the Volkswagon
push (it was acrually a Festiva).
On an individual level, Angela Brown won the Princess Athena award.

see Games, page 7

The Ass Ponys
Rock
Ass Ponys

Electric Rock Music

Thus far, the Ass Ponys claim
to fame is their overplayed little

song 'Litlle Bastard.' They will
have a rough time shaking this
image.
'Little Bastard' is a nice little
song that tells of a young boy that
has great dreams, then he pees in
the bed. Chuck Cleaver the lead
singer sound very much like
Michael S tipe ofREM in his voice.
This is thePonys third full length
album release.
The Ponys are released by
A&M records. This is their fIrst
disc for them their future is looking up after the airplay 'Little

Bastard' got on the radio.
The other good song on the
disc is 'Live Until I Die," a really
cool sounding little mix that
should get a good listen. This
song is damn good.
The rest of the disc is decent,
there is nothing that really jumps
out as great. Although nothing
really made me want to use this
disc for a frisbe. It is a so-so disc
that is worthy of a listen but not
for more than 10 bucks.
The disc is slightly recommended as it does contain Bastard, but other than that it is a
release to buy if you want a dif- .
ferent sound.
--Ken Dunkin

see Revie ws, page 6

Jason Brown attempts a bench press as pan of the Greek God Competition for Greek Week

\ Debate Wins National Showing
The Forensics and Debate Squad
is going places-literally. The team
beat their all time record of 11 th
place and placed fourth out of 86
schools at a Phi Kappa Delta National Debate Convention and Tournament in ShrevepoJ1, Louisiana.
The Tournament was held from
March 22-25 at Louisiana State University. The team showoo their merit
by winning three major awards; excellent for Debate, excellent for Individual Speaking Events and superior
for Overall Performance.
'This was an outstanding performance for us considering that many
on the squad were out studying for
exams or because we could only take
one van load of students to the tournament," said Associate Professor of
Communication and Dire{;tor of the
programTom Preston.
Several students also won individual awards. Tim Ennenbach and
his partner, Jen Czarnik, won the
national crown in Duo Interpretation. Czarnik also received an Excellent award for Poetry Interpretation.

decks sold commercially. Countless
others are handmade originals that
families pass down from generation
to generation. Each deck contains 78

Ennen bach also won second place in
After Dinner, or Humorous, speaking. Rebecca Witte won fourth place
in same category.
UM-St. Louis was only one of
three Missouri schools to finish in
the topfour-Central Missouri State
WOD first place, followed by Southwest Baptist HoweverUM-St.Louis
only enleroo seven students whereas
Central Missouri entered 23 and
Southwest Baptist 16.
"Considering that we finished
ahead of such nationally prominent
schools as Wicltita State (6th place)
and Ohio State (which did not place)
with a majority of our squad members out for exams, our performance
was phenomenal. At the same time, I
have to be happy for our colleagues
in Warrensburg and Bolivar." Preston
said.
The squad just returned from another National tournament at San
Diego University held from March
30-Aprill. At press time, the results
of that Debate Tournament were
unavailable.

Current Chatter
by Fernanda Lima
, associate photography

Should prayer be allowed in public schools?

I think everyone shouldn't
have to participate, but those
who want to, should.
Eric Battle
Sophomore
Political Science

Yes, prayer should be allowed in public schools. It would
give children a cMnce to explore religion .

I'm against mandatory prayer.
If kids want to pray, tMt's okaYI but
thestateshouldn 't make people pray.
Dmitry Alimov
Junior
Business

Yes, prayer doesn 't need to be
of a religious nature, but we
should give children the option.
Angela MaUof
post-degree certificationmiddle school

Christopher S. Benton
Freshman
Music Education

Yes, the introduction of several
religions among students encourages cultural understanding.
Kellie Dalton
Junior
Criminal Justice
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emy Awards carried a local rating of
33 with a 49 share (this means that 33
percent of all viewers were tuned in
and almost half of all TV sets had it
on). Most people I've talked to say
that they watched the Blues game for
most of the night, then clicked over to
Channel 2 in time to see "Forrest
Gump" win Best Picture. My father

how insignificant it may seem. shelves of TarOt books. They also who will attempt to profit tremen'he cards' synibolism is separated . offer Tarot classes several times a dously off of other peoples misfor[lto two categories- Major and Mi- year and have an in-store psychic tune.
10r ·Arcana (Arcana is Latin for se- fair·at the end of every month.
"I've had people come in here
The store. has been owned and that have given literally thousands of
:rets or mysteries). The 22 Major
\rcana cards depict recognizable operated by Bourbon since the plan- dollars to their psychic, and their Ii ves
IeOple and things such as The High etary aIignrnent in 1987. Like her are still unhappy and filled with prob>nestess,The Devil, and The Moon. fatherandgrandfather,Bourbon, who lems," Bourbon said. "I tell them the
Jike the name Major, they contain the . is also a registered nurse, has been main problem in their life right now is
nost important information in a read- reading Tarot cards since she was their-psychic. You should never give
ng. The remaining 56 minor Arcana very young. She and her staff pro- complete control to your psychic."
:ards are divided intO four suits: . vide customers with expert advice
As long as a person keeps a watchWands, Cups, Swords and Pentacles. and information about the cards and ful eye out, they can avoid picking a
These cards are arranged by nuinber all the other exotic products in the psychics that don't even believe in
from Ace to Knight. In most cases,the store.
themselves. Butifthey arecompletel y
The store prides itself on the fact skeptical of Tarot powers, why don't
~igher numbered cards will affectthe
reading more according to "Master- that it serves people of all denomina- they try themselves?
ing the Tarot" by Eden Gray.
tions except Satanism.
Everyone is capable of psychic
St Louis is home to several stores
"Everyone has their own path to power, according to Devoudrey and
that sell the cards. Mystic Forest at god; everyone just has their own Bourbon. They just need to learn how
.
Union Station, Phoenix Rising in the route," Bourbon said.
to use it
Like most elements of American
U-City Loop, Mystic Valley in
"Everyone has a degree of psyMaplewood and Pathways in society, the making, selling and read- chic energy. When you listen to your
Crestwood offer cards, books and, in ing of Tarot cards isa business. Most inner voice, it will help you develop
some-cases, readings and classes.
readers (excluding the 900 numbers) that energy," Bourbon said.
Pathways,located at 8980 Watson genuinely believe in the power of the
Rd,. is dedicated to helping its cus- cards and make only a modest profit Reviews from page 5
tomers of all faiths fmd the deck with (Bourbon herself m~es only $30 an
Cathy Fink & Marcy Marxer
which they feel the most comfortable hour off her readings and this in"A Parents' Home Companion"
out of the 80 different ories. Along cludes a cassette copy of the sesAfter years of turning out enterwith spiritual rocks, candles, incense sion). But, as with many businesses,
taining children's albums, Cathy Fink
and flavored roots, they have many there are always a few bad ~les
and Marcy Marxer have produced an
album dedicated to parents and aptly
titled it, "A Parents' Home Companion."
Borrowing from jazz, folk, blues
and other traditions, Fink and Marxer
have put together a delightful album

Grilled Somtlough Burger,
Reg. Fries* and Reg. Soft Drink

Please present coupon
when ordering. One
coupon per customer.
One offer per coupon.
Not valid In combination
with any other offer.

L __________ .... __ ·___
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awards, like editing and documentary feature, through some lesser
means.
Afterwards, televise the press
conferences backstage. The funniest
comments are made here anyway.
Most importantly, make the show an
hour shorter!

tusions on the side of his head as
a result of the attack. Four X-rays
were taken of Kapayou's skull as a
precautionary measure, and he is taking anti-inflammatory medicine.
According to Kapayou, he wasn't
the only person threatened by Thakur
last week.
"There are at least 12 other
people," Kapayou said. "It's an ongoing event with the Pikes."
Thakur contends that it wasn't
the basketball sign that was taken,
but instead it was a sign directing a

derogatory message towards him.
According to John J auss, a member of Sigma Pi fraternity, the sign in
question was up in front the Sig Tau
house for "alleast a week."
"We all know what it means,"
Jauss said of the sign, which reads
'PSDABFM'. "They even had the
letters printed on their Greek Week
championship shirts acoupleofyears
ago."
Thakur said that after Huebner
had stolen the sign and got into the
car, Kapayou threw a rock at his car.

sure to ease the occasional pain of
parenthood.
On the first song, "The Instruction Manual," the guitar, snare drum
and vocal harmonies sound just like
Dan Hick's Hot Licks. Like at least
one other on the album, this song
featured a jazz/swing sound that
works great.
Using song titles . like, "The
Therapy Fund," "Daughters ofFemi-

nists," "Everybody's Doin' It" and
"A Chat With Your Mother (TheFWord Song)," the girls put a lighthearted spin on childhood experiences to which we can all relate.
My favorite, "A Chat With Your
Mother (The F-Word Song)," features the following lyrics:
Oh the pirates with their fetid
galleons,
daggers in their skivvies
With infected taltooedjingers on
a blunderbuss or two
Signs of scurvy in their eyes and
only mermaids on their minds
It's from them J would expect to
hear the
F word, not from you
Marxer and Fink enlist the help
of several musicians on this recording including Paul Bell, guitar; Steve
Abshire, guitar; Clyde Connor,
drums; Tony Nalker, piano; Jim
Robeson, bass; Robbie Magruder,
drum s and Mike Stein, vocals.
Soothing and surprisingly
insightfulthis album is a must fOT any
parent who could use a laugh every
now and then.

He said that the fight ensued after
this.
Thakur said that he has had a
conflict with Kapayou for several
months. It's a racial issue, according
to Thakur.
"He has verbally abused me on
campus," Thakur said. "He [Kapayou]
is prejudice, and it is racially motivated. I'm not white and they're
[Sigma Tau] attacking me."
Riehl said that at 5 p.m. that day,
approximately an hour and a half
after the alledged assault, the Interfraternity Council (IFC) had called
an impromptu meeting at Hot Shots,
where some of the games were La be
held. The IFC voted to expel Kapayou,
Thakur and Huebner from the remainder of the Greek games.
"We made the motion to get rid of
the three of them," said Jerry Riehl~
president of the Sigma Tau Gamma
fraternity.
Meanwhile, Thakur and Huebner
arrived at Hot Shots and were upset
with the decision to exclude them
from the rest of the games.
"Nav is a real hot-head," Riehl
said. "It took a lot, but his own guys
had to literally take him outside and
make him leave."
Huebner remained at Hot Shots,
Riehl said, and because he did, a fight
almost broke out.
At press time, the IFC voted to
exclude Kapayou, Thakur and
Huebner from the Greek banquet and
Kapayou had announced his intentions to file a grievance with the University.

Feud from page 1

AM I PREGNANT?

CfD

*Seasoned Curly Fries extra. Served
after 10:30 a.m. Valid through April
30,1995 at the Natural Bridge
location only.

flip-flopped
between "The
Lawnmower Man" and the awards
show. "Who really gives a damn who
wins Best Animated Short Film," he
said.
A piece of advice-if getting a
glimpse of the big stars is what the
people want, announce only the big
winners and give credit to the lesser

FIND OUT FOR SURE.
• FREE Pregnancy Testing
CRISIS
• Immediate results
PREGNANCY • Completely confidential
CENTER
• Call or walk in

725·3150

447-6477

950 Francis Plo

2352 HWY 94

(St. Louis)

(St. Charles)

831-6723

227-5111

3347 N. HWY 67 51 0 Baxter Rd.
(Florissant)
(Ballwin

24-Hour Phone Service

-- M ichael J. Urness

KICKOFFTHE NEXT ERA.

Paul Brailsford
Facility Planning Consultant
AI Oberlander
RDG Brussard Dikis
Architectural Consultant
Will be on campus to update
you on the N~w University
Center plans and to answer
your questions.
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_11__11'WF
.
Students planning
the FUTURE of
UM -St. Louis

1iIIi. OUT THE VOiE COM-MITTEE
r-~T

Attend one of
these important
open meetings:
J.C. Penney
Auditorium,
Tuesday, Apri l 4
10:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
5:30p.m.
It's your ·
University Center.
Take responsibility
for it.
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MOVIE REVIEWS

'Delores' depressing but fufilling
by ~cottLamar
features editor

Selena (Jennifer Jason Leigh).
ent to her- husband, Joe .( David
Selena is a New York journalist Strathaim), and to her snippy, anstowho grudgingly comes back only to . cmticemployer, Vera Donovan (Judy
"Delores Claiborne" is one movie make sure that her mother haS ad- parfitt). Her daughter's welfare is the
sure to make you leave the theater equate legal representation. However, driving force in Delores's life.
feeling, at best, glum.
her journey back home involves reIt is after an ugly police investiKathy Bates, the "number one discovering the vivid horrors of her gation of the death of her husband
fan" in "Misery," stars in the title childhood.
that Selena's developes a bad attitude
DireclDr Taylor Hackford played toward her mother. The investigation
role. The movie is about a woman
accused of murder of her rich em- . out this dramatic, psychological into the death of Joe, conducted by
ployer. The townspeople of the iso- thriller which is based on Stephen Detective John Mackey (Christopher
lated Maine community see Delores King's book. Hackfordaddedthe part Plummer), is underhanded and dirty.
almost as a witch and assume she is of Selena for a more emotional and Mackey has an agenda to close the
guilty because of the unusual circum- sometimes disturbing effect.
case and put Delores away for good.
stances of the crime and the fact that
Delores's life, and most of the His failure to do so makes him even
she was suspect~ of murdering her movie can be summed up in one more determined to convict her. Howhusband 20 years earlier. The only word- depressing.
ever, his personal prejudices towards
. Delores is completely subservi- Delores prevent him from seeing the
person on her side is her daughter,
whole truth.
The ·role of Delores was played
brilliantly by the Oscar award-winning Bates. Her ability to make the
transition from a .young, battered
woman, toa woman who has endured
psychological wear and tear for 20
years is astounding. Bates makes this
slow, somewhat questionable
storyline into a satisfying film.
The extreme gloominess · of
Selena's character makes her hard to
appreciate. She is always unhappy.
The chain-smoking, liquor guzzling
Selena, compounded with Jennifer
Jason Leigh's pouty face, seriously
decreases her charm.
Strathairn (The River Wild) did a
good job in the role of Joe. However,
his character was so evil and twisted
that it was painful to watch. Joe is an
idiot that deserves nothing, especially
not Delores. But you can only hope
that he gets what's coming to him.
Delores's Leona Hemsley-like
employer, Vera, who nitpicks enough
to drive Mother Teresa insane, does
emerge as a kind of heroin. She
teaches Delores that no matter how
bad things get women can always
c1ipg to one thing-being a bitch
This movie has its exciting moments and a fair share of drab ones.
Despite this, the outstanding performance by Kathy Bates makes
"Delores Claiborne" something to
Kathy Bates stars as Delores ClaIborne
consider.

(L-R) David Spade, Chris Farley and Brian Dennehy In the new movie 'Tommy Boy'

'Tommy Boy' creates BIG laughs
by Scott Lamar
features editor

"Tommy Boy" is fall-down funny
movie that will leave you wiping the
tears away.
It has joined the list of comedies
that aim to make you laugh out of its
sheer dumbness. Chris Farley and
David Spade, both of Saturday Night
Live acclaim, make for nonstop laughter.
Farley plays Tommy Callahan,
the son {)f Big Tom, the owner of
Callahan Auto Parts, which employs
most of the work force in Sandusky,
Ohio.
Spade is Richard, the business's

most articulate, but obnoxious
worker. Upon Tommy's graduation
from college (after seven years and
with a D+ average) Tommy comes
back home to work at his father's
company, much to the chagrin of
Richard. No one is more proud of his
Tommy than his father, who happens
to be getting married to a beautiful
new bride (Bo Derek). Unfortunately,
Big Tom suddenly dies and the fate
of the factory rests on Tommy's large
frame.
Together, Tommy and Richard
hit the highway, trying to sell enough
parts to keep the company afloat. The
trials and tribulations while on the
road will make your cheeks hurting

from laughing so hard. If it's not just
from watching Farley's spastic body
gestures, the snide humor of Spade
will be sure to keep you rolling in the
aisleS. Farley repeatedly smashes his
head against walls, wooden fence5
and tables. He flails his arms about in
excitement and it seems that he jusl
can 't contain himself. He's a spaz bUI
it is so funny.
It just wouldn't be a road trir
without a woodland creature rum
maging around inside the car or ,
good fight between Richard am
Tommy along the side of the road.
If you enjoyed "Dumb an(
Dumber," or were a fan of 'the mati
vation speaker' on SNL, you'lliovi
this movie.

of Pi Kappa Alpha, also said that the
Greek games went pretty well.
"There was no problems with the
events," Thakur said. "It may have
gotten personal at times, but in the
end', it came tmt-tine."

Sigma Tau Gamma, who finishel
second in the games, offered thei
kudos to the winners. "We wouldjm
like to congratulate Sigma Pi fror
Sigma Tau."

Games from page 5
Delta Zeta presidentJan Candela
said that everything went well except
for Saturday when a few games had
to be cancelled on account of the
weather.
Nav Deep Thakur, the president
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Cu"ent newswire
Cu"e·nt newswire
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Clark CEO to Speak Here for
Distinguisbed Speaker Series
Paul Melnuk,president and chief
executive officer of Clark Refining
& Marketing Inc., will Speak at 7
p.m. April 4 in the Summit Lounge.
The talk is presented by the alumni
association chapter of the School of
Business Administration. His topic is
"The Clark Turnaround: An EntrepreneurialApproach." The talk is
sponsored by Price WaterhouseLLP.

Artist to Speak and Open Gal·
lery 210 Show
Artist Kerry James Marshall will
discuss his paintings of AfricanAmerican life at noon April 3 in Room
229 of the J.C. Penney Building. A
reception for Marshall will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m. April 3 in Gallery

210, where an exhibition of his paintings will open thenext day and run
through April 29.

Open House at Observatory
An open house will be held at the
Observatory on the South Campus at
8 p.m. April 8. Mars, Orion Nebula
and the Beehive Cluster will be
viewed. In case of clouds, the open
house will be held the following
evening, weather permitting. The
viewing session is sponsored by the
University's physics and astronomy
department and the Missouri Space
Grant Consortium.

versity Program Board and the Residence Hall Association will hold a
"Casino Night," an evening of makebelieve gambling, from 7 to 11 p.m.
April 7 at the Honors Convocation
Hall. Admission is $5. Profits will be
donated to the Salvation Army.

Seminar on Racial Thinking in
American Culture
Walter Goldschmidt, professor
emeritus of anthropology at the University of California, Los Angeles,
will speak at 2 p.m. April 4 on "Anthropology and the Bell-Shaped
Curve: Deja Yu AllOver Again" in
. Room 331 of the Social Sciences and
Honors College to Hold Casino Business Building.
Night
Prologue to the Mexican Crisis
The Pierre Laclede Honors ColAgueda Jimenez Pelayo, profeslege Student Association, the Uni-

sor and research historian, El Colegio
de Jalisco, Guadalajara, Mexico, will
speak at 1 p.m. April 5 on "Mexico
Over Two Decades, 1972-1995: Prologue to the Current Crisis" in Room
331 of the Social Sciences and Busi·
ness Building. Her talk is sponsored
by the Center for International Studies and the history dep~ent.

S. Massoud Amin to Present
Mathematics Seminar
Professor S. Massoud Amin, visiting assistant professor of Systems
Science and Applied Mathematics at
Washington University, will present
a talk on "Computational Methods
for Learning Control and Optimization" at4 p.m. AprilS in Room 302/
304 of the Computer Center Building.

Race from page 1
ciated within the whole St. Louis community and help students meet and talk with leaders in the lot of concerns and questions about how
state-wide," White said: "We want people to know field of nursing and other topics of interest. The everything's going to be run. I want to commit my
BSC is somewhat similar to the SGA on the main . time to the. students and help them get these things
that UM-Sl. Louis is a safe campus."
. On the SCA ticket, Zweifel said RausCher en- campus in that it involves the student body. done."
Titlow said Rauscher was just what they were
RausCher said that next year the BSC will merge
ters the race with an impressive background.
.
with
the
SGA.
looking for .
"He adds to our diversity," Zweifel said. "He
Living
oncampus
"We wanted a perbrings a lot of influence from other areas."
son
who was qualified,
in the Honors College,
RauScher, a third-year student at UM-St. Louis
interested and very acRauscher knows the
who is majoring in Nursing, has been involved in
needs, first hand, of
tive, and I think Pat fulmany different activities on campus. He was a
those living on camfills all of those critemember of the freshman leadership council, an
ria," Titlow said.
pus.
SGArepresentative during the '93- '94 school year,
"I hear a lotofconZweifel said that the
a Pierre Laclede Honors College Student Association representative (,93· '94), Residential Hall AsPam White
cerns and problems
Pat Rauscher position of comptroller
is still in its early stages,
that people want to see
socilltion vice-president ('93-'94), a Golden Key
and he feels Rauscher will make a big impact.
National Honors Society member and a member of get fixed," Rauscher said.
"He' sgoing to be able to turn this position into
There are 170 students living in the Residence
the Homecoming Committee ('93-'94).
something
that not only revolves around the 'Stu400
expected
for
next
year
due
Halls,
and
another
Perhaps the most significant quality that
dent
Activity
Budget Committee (SABC), but also
Rauscher brings to the SCA ticket is his involve- to the moving of the Barnes Nursing students over
revolve
around
making policy for Student Governto the main campus. Rauscher feels students liv·
ment with the Nursing program.
ment
He's
going
to give us another really strong
Currently, Rauscher is a member of the Student ing on campus need to be represented.
hand
to
put
in
Student
Government."
"I
see
a
lot
of
things
that
are
changing
with
the
Nursing Association (SNA) and a Bames Student
University,"
Rauscher
said.
"With
the
new
dorms
Both
candidates
are
ready. The race for compCongress (BSC) class representative.
troller
has
officially
begun.
The SN A is a professional program set up to and all of the new students coming in, there are a

Vote from page 1

1995 Student Senators
Jason Brown
Robert Bushway
Jennifer Bullock
Laura Freeman
Michelle Gianini
Mark Harris
Jeanne Jonas
Jeremy Kennedy
Joseph Knecht
Lisa Lupo
Maggie McGauley
Eric Minute
Tom O'Xeefe
Jason Peery
Girard Riehl
Holly Riehl
\
Monica Ross
. Stephanie Scherrer
Erika Schutte
" '\'
..
Nick Stanze
Amy Jo Tjaden
April Turner
Bethanie Versluys
Pamela White
\

_::n_.:~:~_

Senate chairman Stephen
Lehmkuhle said he was pleased with
the swarm of candidates and the voter
turnout. .
"That means students are more
interested in the Senate process or are
interested in being a member of the
Senate," Lehmkuhle said. "The Senate isacampus-widegoverning body,
and students can feel that they are
well represented in the Senate. Now
thesenators should feel that they have
a responsibility to represent the students."
Lehmkuhle said the interest
shown by the students should end
speculation that their representation
in the Senate may be reduced.
"As students begin to show more
of an interest in the Senate, 1 think
there will be Jess of a concern about
non-participation," Lehmkuhle said.
The student senators have no obligation to report back to the Studen t

Government Association (SGA), but
that is something Lehmkuhle said he
would like to see changed.
He said SGA interaction with the
Senate would further strengthen the
role of the students. Lehmkuhle used
the stop hour proposal as an example.
"The stop hour is a good example," Lehmkuhle said. "It provides
students with the opportunity to get
involved in the campus life. And to
do it requires the cooperation of the
faculty, administration and the staff
to coordinate that kind of activity."
Lehmkuhle said students who
were not elected to the student senator position still have an opportunity
to participate in the Senate.
"I would like to thank those who
filed and were not elected,"
Lehmkuhlesaid. "There are still aIDer
opportunities. We need to staff other
committees in the Senate that do not
require students to be senators."

Bee a use stuff"" happens.
""'Hey thiS is corporate Arne~ica. We have to keep it clean.

Birthrigh t ~,,_. .~.""
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins .
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
-IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is Nearby
'r.lttwu~ _ . _ . _962-5300
SI. Chinl., ... _124-12DO

laU.in .. _____ 227-2211
'ritl,eton _____ 227-8115

SDUlh City __ . __ 962-3653
Midtew" ___ . __ 94&-49011
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High school All-Americans soar in dunk competition
Carter scores perfect 420in dunk contest
by Ken Dunkin
sport editor
The Mark Twain Building was the sight of
the McDonalds ' All-American slam dunk/3 point contest held last Thursday to showcase
the talent of the top high school players in the
nation.
The gym was packed with hoop fans who
were looking for some spectacular plays by
the nation's best players.
Louis Bullock stole the show with his
deadly 3-point shooting. He walked away
winning the accuracy shoot out with 18 points
in the finals .

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
. To start off this addition Ihaveto
commend all involved in the
McDonalds All-American Basketball slam-dunk/3-point accqracy
event held last Thursday at the Mark
Twain Building.
The gym was packed almost tc
capacity with fans expecting to see
the lifetime gym rats put on a show. I
had forgotten how much fun a sportin!!: event of this magnitude could be.
The players came in well prepared for their dunks. I sat in awe of
these spectacular athletes as they
shot and dunked their way into the
crowd's memory.
These guys are legitimate future
stars just looking for the right moment to bust out and become superstar. The odds of them going pro are
very good. Grant Hill, Chris Mullin,
Alonzo Mourning, Shaquille
O'Neal, and one of my personal hero,
Greg Kite, played in the yearly tournament. Those are just a few of the
stars who .h ave played in the game.
One look around the coun and
it's not hard to realize that someday
these will be the guys that will be
entertaining us, into the next century.
Guys like Kevin Garnett, the big center from Chicago, have that likable
persona that reminds me of the master of hype - Shaquille O 'Neal_
Their flashy smiles, love of the
game, and their ability to talk to the
media in addition to their vast
amount of talent will make these
players stars.
Garnett is an agile 6-foot-1O guy
who can shoot the 3-pointer. He is
one of the top players in the nation,
and he enjoys the game as so few do.
Garnett's main goal is to have
fun. He does this by dunking on a
opponents, hitting 3-pointers, or
making funny faces at the crowd. His
happy personality wore off on his
teammates and they were hooting
and hollering along with him.
Whether Garnett goes into the
National Basketball Association or
not is something for him to decide.
He would get a good look from many
pro teams who would love to get a big
guy that can shoot the ball well. Some
say he has the skill to compete on the
next level, I agree. His exhibition in
the accuracy contest was no joke. He
hit his shots with authority. Garnett's
fIrst dunk was amazing, as he covered his eyes and jammed it through
the hoop.
The NBA needs players like
Garnett to help push the game to the
next level. The game is in dire need of
a star, just look how much media
attention Shaq has gotten with his
cheesy smile and terrible dance
moves.
Garnett has the ability to be a star
in future years. He is a fan favorite
already ill the high school circuit.
The transition to the NBA is not far
away for Garnett. He even took the
time to lift a young child up to the
hoop to slam the ball.

The major league baseball
strike is over if the media reports are
true. Now the owners want to lock the
players out. Come on, what the hell
do the owners expect to gain if they
lock the players out?
Replacement ball tickets are sell-

See Dunk, page 11

photo: Ken Dunkin

Ryan Robertson shoots a 3-pointer during the accuracy contest held last Thursday at
the Mark Twain building. Michigan-bound Louis Bullock was the winner of the event.

The slam-dunk contest was dominated by
Vince Carter a six-foot-six forward from
Daytona Beach Rorida. Carter announced
earlier this week that he will attend North
Carolma.
Carter dazzled the crowd with a windmill
dunk. He then followed with the dunk of the
night. He started at one end of the gym and
began running in a dead sprint. He then
jumped from the free-throw line and soared
into the ai! jamming the ball through the hoop.
The crowd went into a frenzy, the judges
gave lOs all around. His teammates huddled
around him , Carter stood there yelling getting
his feelin\! about the dunk out. For the icin\! on
the cake, he cleared the media away from the
sidelines. He then took a running start and
dunked it in. He walked away with a perfect
210.
Going into the final s everyone knew
Carter was the man to beat. He didn't disappoint. He scored perfectly on his three dunk
attempts in the finals compiling a perfect 420
score.
"I've seen it done before (a perfect
score) ," Carter said. " I got off some good
dunks, and I got the good score."

Kevin Garnett the center from Chicago
starred in both contest. In the accuracy contest, he shot well making the finals, but he
would lose his hot hand along with the
chance of winning. The dunkfcst was different. Garnett was not willing to participate in
the contest after Carter put on his exhibition.
Only after the crowd chanted his name for a
minute and his teammates coaxed him into
trying his hand at dunking, did he enter the
contest. Garnett responded with a thunderous one-hand dunk, in which he covered his
eyes with hi s arm. It won the approval of both
the fans and the judges.
"I go out there to have fun," Gamett said.

"I like to have fun at every thing that I do."
Though he didn't want to participate
Garnett finished third in the dunk contest and
qualified for the finals. He then dropped out
of the event.
The night could have been labeled
"Who's Who among the nation' s top basketball players." Arkansas-bound Derek Hood,
a 6-foot-7 forward, averaged 19_8 rebounds
a game last season, and his Kansas City
Central high school basketball team finished
third in the Missouri Class 4A basketball
tournament.
Hood wasn'tthe only local player to
participate: Ryan Robertson from S1.
Charles West was also selected for the team.
Robertson, a 6-5 guard, will be attending
Kansas. He had quite 'a senior season, averaging 24 points and 6.5 rebounds per game,
and he connected on 62 perceni of his shots.
" It's quite a honor to be associated with
this kind of group of athletes ," Robertson
said.
The All-American game was held on
Sunday April 2 at the Kiel. Look for more
coverage in next week 's issue of The Cur-

rent.

H's no wonder: Stockdale off to another quick start
by Wendy Jefferies
of The Current staff
Jill Stockdale has dominated
Riverwomen softball at UM-SL
Louis this season. Riverwomen
coach Kristi Toppins said Stockdale
makes her teammates better.
"Jill is the bright spot," Toppins
said. "When she is on the mound, the
defense is incredible. Some of the
plays the team makes when Jill is on
the mound are surprising.
"They see she wants to win and
the team goes after it for her."
The Riverwomenare 26-15 overalland 14-5 when Stockdale ison the
mound. Stockdale also has racked up

three saves and has an ERA of 1.00 .
Last season Stockdale had perhaps the best pitching season in UMSl. Louis history_
She won 33 games last season,
the most vic tories in one season for
any UM-St. Louis player. I~ also
pushed her to third overall in career
wins, a mark she should be breaking
in coming games_ She cllrrently has
47 victories - fIve behind the all
time winn er.
She broke the School's career
strike out record after just one year.
Lucy Gas sei, the former leader, had
three seasons to move up to first.
Stoc.kdaie took three-fourths ofa season to pass her. Sh e had 245 strike

outs last season.
Stockdal e has been playing softball since she was five years old and
is the youngest of her family .
"I wanted some of the attention
[my two older sisters] were getting
from softball, so I picked up a ball
and s tarted throwing," Stockdal e
said.
She started playing T -ball when
she was very young and then moved
on to softball when she was old older.
Kelly Stockdale , Jill's middle sister,
also pitched softball as a youngster.
In the fourth grade, Jill began
pitching in games. She first leamed
to pitch overhand and later learn ed
how to throw underhand, fast-pitch

softball 's traditi onal pitch .
As a young player, Jill modeled
her pitch after Kim Moe, a pitcher at
the University of California-Berkeley. Moe made num erous appearances in nati onal softball tournaments and wa s someone whom
Stoc kdal e could model herself after.
Stockdale also learn ed a thing or
two lastsummerin Europe. She spent
three and a half months playing in a
softball league in Europe.
"It was a real culture shock, but
I would like to go back," Stockdale
said.
She was not paid because of her
amateur s tanding, but she was asked
to return for the upcoming season as

a paid player.
"The competition is not as tough
as it is here, but the pressure to perform is much greater," Jill said of the
league in Europe.
The way the league is set up, the
team s in Euro pe play only two games
a week and practice only three days,
which leaves the players with a lotof
free time.
Unfortunately, Ihe season in Europe lasts from April to September,
and Stockdal e is hoping to graduate
with a Psychology degree in May,
which has clouded her plans .
Stockdale expressed interest in
playing in a few SL Loui s softball
leagues this summer but mentioned
no long-term softball goals.

Hensley swings big bat; plans to
sign big league contract with Yanks
percent mental and 10 percent physical. I had to conquer the mental part.
I had to learn to know which pitches
The UM-St. Louis Rivennen
were coming, to be more relaxed at
baseball team's offense has been led
the plate, and to go to the plate with a
plan . I never realized all of those
by transfer Casey Hensley.
Hensley has been the total packthings. I just went up there and hit."
age for the Rivermen this season . He
The New York Yankees were
impressed by Hensley' s freshman
has a .395 batting average, is second
on the team with 34 hits and
season. The Yankees drafted
Hensley in the 44th round of
leads the team in RBIs with
25.
the draft last June, and they
'I have always dreamed
"He has been the man this
hold the right to sign him unof playing professional
year as far as RBIs are contil early June; they must then
cerned," said Rivermen head
sign
him to a contract or let
baseball and getting drafted is
coach Jim Brady. "Whe n
him enter Ihe draft again.
one of those steps. When
there are runners on, an d he is
"Ever since I was five
happened' I was
at the plate, he has come
years old I have played basethrough for us. I expected
ball," Hensley said. "I have
overwhelmed. '
always dreamed of playing
these things of him when we
-Casey Hensley, professional baseball and
got him here in the first place.
He has even Sll11Jassed some
UM-St. Louis first baseman getting drafted is one of those
s teps. When it happened I
of my expectations. I am very
was overwhelmed_
pleased with him ; he has
"This
year I'm looking forward
been instrumental in our offense.
The choice to play for coach
to
s
igning."
"He has been Ihe straw that stirs Brady has helped Hensley better
Hensley has quickly earned the
the drinks as far as offensive produc- himself as a hiuer. Brady is known
tion_"
for his tough work ethic, and Hensley faith and confidence of Brady with
his thundering bat and talent for drivThe road Hensley took to play for is a firm believer in that style. ,
"I've never worked this hard in ing in runs.
the Rivermen was a short one. He
"Brady has confidence in me to
played for Fort Scott Junior College my life," Hensley said. "This season
last season. As a freshman he batted coach Brady has shown me the mensee Hensley, page 11
.350, hit five home runs and drove in tal aspec t of the game. The game is 90

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

25 runs.
"I was playing in a wooden bat
league out of St. Joe, Missouri, and
one day we played fonner assistant
coach at UM-St. Louis Gary
Dunahue," Hensley said . "He asked
me to play for him in SL Louis. I got
a call from coach Brady, and I decided to corne here."

it

photo: Ken Dunkin

Rlvermen first baseman Casey Hensley walts for a pitch earlier
this season In a game against McKendree. He Is batting .395.
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Several McDonalds' Ali-American players rush Antawn Jamison last Thursday at the Mark Twain Building.

photo: Ken Dunkin

Vince Carter slams dunks last Thursday at Mark Twai n.

Week in review
Softball

Baseball
March 26-8eat Missouri
Southern 12-9.
March 26-Lost to Missouri
Southern 11-5.
March 28-Beat
Westminister 7-6 .
March 29-HannibalLaGrnage Rained Out.
March 31 -Beat Southwest
Baptist 11-1 .
March 31-Beat Southwest
Baptist 8-2,

March 26-8eat Bethany 162.
March 26-Lost to St. Mary's
2-0,
March 29-Beat SIUEdwaedsville 12-1
March 29-Beat SIUEdwardsville 5-1,
April 1-U M-Rolla Rained
out.

.~A-~."

$17.50* FOR A FULL
SET OF NAILS
*NORMALLY $35

(314) 838-7722
11675 West Florissant
Florissant, MO 63033

SUN SET
Tan, Inc.

Professional UVA Tanning SYstems

• Student Tan $3.50 with 1.0.
• Wolf Systems
• New Bulbs

BESTNEXT TO THE BEACH!

.838-RAYS
.Call for Appointment ~ 11629 W. Florissant

Is a summer internship
.
or a co-op expenence
in your future?
<=:J
C>

I

Whichever direction you decide to
$400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
take, we can help you get there in style,
a Specia,1A.P.R~
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
call
1-800-321-1536 fo r details .
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.W*

•

.

II) LINCOLN

FORD= -.J.I L~
=====~

%tercury

~

Career Placement Services

'SDecial Annual Percentage Rate aite rnative not available on leases, Customer Option Plan Dr Red Carpet Option Plan. ~ To be eligibl e, you must graduate with.a bachelor's degree,
• •• _-
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308 Woods Hall - 516-5100
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Dunk from page 9
ing at a very low rate. I got tickets to
Mondays home opener last Wednesday.lgm tickets four rows behind the
visiting teams dugout at a discounted
$7 aticket. Never have tickets of this
quality been left for sale less than a
week before opening day. The
average fan is fed upso they show
it by not going to the games. It will
not be as bad when the players that
have followed the union return.
The average fan will not go to
games. Basketball and hockey
have captured the interest of St.
Louis fans and media. Tell me
when was the last time you heard
the name Joe Torre mentioned as
opposed to Charlie Spoonhour or Mike Kee nan . Torre gets no
where near the attention because
no one really cares anymore.
Fans like myself will be the
crutch for baseball as we know it.
I will continue to go to replacement games as long as they are
held, as I see it half price tickets
are half priced ti~kets. When the

Batling Satastics through Friday Mar. 31
Baseball 16-7,5-3 MIAA .
RBI
BA.
R
H
HR
Chinnici .455 25
35
23
2
34
C.Hensley.39515
25
2
Banks .361 20
30
23
2
Schmidt .333 6
13
6
0
· 0
12
Evans .316 6
6
Reeves .311 11
23
16
0
13
1
Riva
.302 11
8
12
Lucas .290 17
20
1
Pitching
L
ERA W
3
Rogers 1.50
0
Shanahan2.25 1
0
2
3
Schroll 3.57
1
4
Wolfe 3.60
1
4
Fischer4.18
2
3
Spears 4.41
2
Archer 5.23
3
Saves: Rogers 3, Ekhoff.

SO

6
3
17
13
17
13
22

RBI
30
18
11
31
23
28
10
18
9

Pitching
ERA
Christ 0.00
Stockdaie1.00
Tepen 1.84
Kocis 2.00
Mooney 2.33

IP
SO
1.3
0
140 .3 101
38.0
13
49.0
33
21 .0

W
0
14
2
6
3

L
0
5
5
2
2

SB
7
5
12
17

5
6
11
5
2

Saves: Stockdale 3.

photo : Ken Dunkin

striking players return I will go to
games and follow them although

not as much as 1 did before the
strike. It's all baseball to me ..

INC 0 R P 0 RAT E 0

Get Your Money Anytime You Need It~Right

Unsurpassed Expertise

do my job," said Hensley. "With our
pitching staff, if I drive in three runs
and someone else drives in three runs
we will almost win automatically.
"Ourfirsttwo hitters are really
good hitters and (Brady) has me
batting third or fourth in the
lineup. They get on base, and it is
my job to drive them in."
It takes a team of quality players to go far in the season-ending
tournaments. Hensley feels that
the Rivennenhave what it takes to
go far in the tournament.
"When the tournament starts
we going to be playing our best
baseball," Hensley said. "1 don ' t
see us losing; I see us winning. the
National Championship."
Hensley will make the best of
his season at UM-St. Louis , and,
with hard work and dedication, he
could possibly move to the ne xt
level.
" One day, hopefully, I'U be
able to play m ajor league baseball," Hensley said.

IP
12.0
4.0
17.7
35 .0
23 .7
16.3
31 .0

Softball 25-14, 1-1 MIAA
H
BA
R
32
53
Christ .438
23
28
Kocis .322
27
37
Barrett .319
Kitrel .299
35
28
26
Martin .292
20
Bianca .272
18
25
Rathbun .250 25
30
Kramme .230 20
23
Patton .208 9
15

High school Ali-American Kevin Garnett jams during the slam
dunk contest. Garnett had 18 paints In the game held Sunday at
The Kiel. He was named Most Valuable Player in the game.

QUAN11JM TECHNOWGIES

Hensley.from 9
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Laser Printer Repair

Here On Campus!

& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs

THE AUTOMATIC

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS ·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

TELLER
at NorlrUuuiy Bank in the University Centel:

Moving Home
for the Summer?

Normandy Bank Customers, get your
application at the facility in U. Center or
call us at 383-5555. If your account is
with another bank your ATM card can
be used at the machine in U. Center if it
has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

IDa

CIRRUS.

Member FDIC
383-5555
7151 Natural Bridge· St. Louis, MO 63121

It's O ne Of The M ost U seful Credit Cards On The
Planet. U nless Y ou)ve Stolen It.

Your M ast erC ard t is stolen. Yo u panic.You

get angry. You panic SOHle more. Then you call and cancel it. N ow th e thief is

.

.

In possessIon

of, oh, about seven cents worth of stolen p lastic. (M ayb e h e can use it as a

coaster when he entertaIns at the hi de out. ) So r elax. You only have

to pay for stuff that you bought, and you can even get a new card .

/

Q
vv-hich

lllUSt

sell wallets.

the next

day~

It'll be accepted at millio ns of locations, one of

m o n ey~M

MasterCard. Ies more than a credit card. Ies smart
•
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BB
18
4
20
11
14
5
14
18
13

CG
0
17
2
6
2

Few

in sToKnow

KfJOW:

W~;'h ~f.(-c QmpL4J

bookstor! w;1/ b ~y back
~fecA $4.f t~xt book5

YOlAr

for more

~~ow ; W ~i c h 30 - m ', nlA+er - oy- it'r -free"
pi "l. z. Q P(~ c t' Q I Wt.\ YS t q ke 5 e X'1<: t IY 3' ~ 'tt' lA t e S
1t

,"

14Qr-ter-eat in9 laL(~ aromQ't
MQch"hfS.f o avoid .

KNOW THE

(ODE,"

IT ALWAYS C.O.5TJ If.5S T"AIJ
He)~

on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who
rule, And irs not just about being Slnart in the classroom, it's about
being wise with your wallet as vvell. So if you want a great low price
on a collect call, just dial 1 800-CALL~ATT It ahvays costs less than
1-800-COLLECT Always,
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You'll be glad you did,

1~ 800~c.OlL f(T.5k1

dial

DBJmm
&lEl

moo"

ALWAYS COSTS LE SS
T HAN 1 - 8 0 0 - COL LE e T.*

~ Your TrueVoice.®

,

.

, Promoti ons excluded J-800-COUECT'" is a

sef\~ ce

mark of MeL

ATs.T

101995 AT&T

